School and Section Enrollment Audits
NOTE: School Enrollments and High School Course Enrollments sync with PASI.
ALWAYS make sure your changes are syncing and match what PASI has.
There are two reports that you need to run on a monthly basis & clean up all errors.

Exit dates and entry dates – must be sequential, accurate and not overlapping. These include school
enrollments and section enrollments – if you enter a student into the school on Sept 3, you need to enroll them in
their sections on Sept 3 or later. Please enter dates carefully. Always include an exit and entry code.

Below are examples of the most common School Enrollment errors and how to fix them.
Exit date is before entry date, so the entry is inaccurate and not necessary.
(This is how it was entered in PowerSchool)

The exit comment and code should be added to/changed in the existing enrollment line.
(This is how it should have been entered)

8/15/2018

No exit code/comment and exit date is before entry date…

If you make an error, delete the line by clicking on the blue date and then delete the record.
You can make changes in the existing lines by clicking on the blue dates for that line.
(This is how it was entered in PowerSchool)

(This is how it should have been entered)

This one is perfect!

It’s OK to have several lines, if that is what actually happened,
but the dates need to be accurate and in chronological order…

Below is an example of the most common Section Enrollment error and how to fix these.

Student enrolled in school on 9/14/2010 but enrolled in the sections on 9/13/2010

Fix - Change the Section enroll dates (All Enrollments page) to 9/14/2010 or the School enroll date
(Transfer Info page) to 9/13/2010 – depending on which is correct.

